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Religion Judaism 

Denomination Orthodox 

Question answered: How special is your relationship with God? (KS2 Q1) 

Key Concepts, 
questions and 
outcomes:  

God (G-d in Jewish writing); Identity; Personal relationships; diversity; 
authority  
How might beliefs and community shape a person’s identity? 
Explain the significance of religious leaders and sacred texts. 
Describe and explain what motivates and inspires believers and how this 
can be reflected in actions/practice. 

Key teaching points: Reform Jews show their belief in G-d by the way they treat other people. 
Actions and relationships are more important than what they believe 
about G-d. 

Prior knowledge: G-d is everywhere all the time for Jewish people 
 

 

Core Vocabulary:   

Shema The prayer that is found in the Mezuzah, that begins ‘Hear O Israel’ and can be found 
in Deuteronomy 6:4 - 9 

Mezuzah Small box attached to door frames in many Jewish homes containing the prayer 
called the Shema 

 

Summary of answers: 

The first speaker refers to the prayer found as part of the Shema – the prayer in the Mezuzah – 
from Deuteronomy 6:5 ‘Love the Lord your G-d with all your heart, and with all your soul and with 
all your strength.’ She relates this to a very personal relationship where a person can talk to G-d 
about everything that they feel, to pray with their whole heart, and to thank and praise G-d. She 
sees G-d as the guiding light.  
The second speaker sees this as being about G-d, for he is always there, but that being aware of 
that should make a person aware of everybody else too. For him, this is what it means to be 
Jewish. 

 

Next Steps: 

Does anything surprise you about these answers? Find similarities and difference between these 
answers and those given by a different faith group, particularly other Jewish communities.  
What else can you find out about what Jewish people believe? 
Read the prayer from Deuteronomy 6:4-9. What does it say about a Jewish relationship with G-d 
and with other people? 
Find out how Jewish festivals and practice may reflect these beliefs.  
Find out why Jewish people write G-d, rather than putting the vowel in.  

 


